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GLOSSARY
ACTES Foundation: SIDI endowment fund dedicated to
supporting activities that promote an economic, ecological
and social transition.
Apex: Refinancing institution
BoD: Board of Directors
CCFD-Terre Solidaire: Catholic Committee against Hunger
and for Development
DRC: Democratic Republic of Congo
Ecological and Social Transition (TES): An institutional approach
developed by SIDI that aims to integrate and gradually achieve
ecological and social objectives set by SIDI and its partners.
Entity under consolidation: Entity that does not yet generate
positive financial results.
ESD: Epargne Solidarité Développement
FAO: United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
FID: Fonds d’Incitation au Développement
Climate-smart / green finance: Refers to all financial
operations that aim to promote an ecological and social
transition (EST) and fight the effects of climate change and
deteriorating ecosystems.
HDI: Human Development Index. A statistical index that
assesses the level of human development in a country
according to life expectancy at birth, level of education and
standard of living. The closer the index is to 1, the higher the
level of development.
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K€: Thousands of euros
M€: Million of euros
MFIs: Microfinance institution
• MFI Tier 1: MFIs with assets over $50 million
• MFI Tier 2: Medium-sized MFIs with assets between
$3 and $50 million
• MFI Tier 3: MFIs with assets between $1 and $3 million
• MFI Tier 4: Small MFIs with assets under $1 million
Muso: Mutualist financial structure
No.: Number
NGO: Non Governmental Organization
PF: Portfolio
PO: Producer Organization
SEP: Social and Environmental Performance
SME: Small and medium enterprises
SPI4: Social audit tool for microfinance
TAPSA: Transition vers une Agroécologie Paysanne au Service de
la Souveraineté Alimentaire - Program to support an agroecology
approach to food sovereignty.
UNDP: United Nations Development Program
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EDITORIAL
D

ear friends,
ear shareholders,

2018 was marked by the celebration of SIDI’s 35-year anniversary, an occasion
to lay the foundation for the ecological and social transition approach that will
guide its strategy in the years to come.
In 2018, SIDI made good progress in terms of partnerships, renewing activities
in the Mediterranean region and Latin America, as well as developing new
partnerships with institutions in Sub-Saharan Africa. Portfolio growth has made
it possible to meet the growing demand for solidarity-based financial support,
but also gives rise to a greater risk exposure, since SIDI operates in particularly
vulnerable areas, such as countries in the Sahel that are currently experiencing
security and economic issues.
SIDI nevertheless turned positive results after the economic difficulties of 2017.
However, it wishes to be accountable over the long term for the resources made
available by its solidary shareholders. This is why its governing bodies have
proposed to prioritize efforts to strengthen its capacity to cover the risks inherent
in the mission during the second part of the 2017-2020 strategic plan.
This year also saw the financing of the first projects by the ACTES Foundation,
under the aegis of the Terre Solidaire Foundation. ACTES is an endowment fund
created by SIDI in order to expand the range of support it provides to emerging,
maturing and growing partner organizations.
SIDI continues to methodically reinforce its operations thanks to your continued
commitment. We thank you deeply...and encourage to continue your support!
Sincerely,

Dominique Lesaff re
Managing Director, SIDI
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SIDI: a patient
and supportive investor

36

SIDI, Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et
l’Investissement, is a social investor created in 1983 by the
French NGO CCFD-Terre Solidaire to improve the living
conditions of vulnerable and marginalized people in developing
countries, through the creation and strengthening of individual
and community-level income-generating activities.
SIDI supports local actors, such as microfinance institutions
(MFIs), Producer Organizations (POs) and social businesses
that offer services in their communities to populations
excluded from traditional economic channels. SIDI operates
on two levels: responding to requests for financing (debt,
equity, guarantees) and providing support for institutional
strengthening (governance, management, strategy, social
performance, etc.).
In its strategic plan 2017-2020, SIDI decided to adopt an
approach called Ecological and Social Transition (EST), to
guide its activities and expand support to its most fragile
partners, with the objective of improving their know-how and
sustainability.
SIDI promotes a finance that fosters holistic development
that is socially and ecologically sustainable, based on values
of solidarity, trust, responsibility and transparency. SIDI’s
shareholders are individuals and institutions that entrust it with
resources to carry out activities in exchange for human, social
and environmental returns.

Pioneer of solidarity-based finance in France,
SIDI is today recognized by the French State,
and is certified as a social enterprise, under
the legal status Entreprise Solidaire d’Utilité
Sociale.

SIDI shares have been certified since 1997
by an independent committee of experts
from Finansol.

€

countries
where SIDI works

€ 27.3 million
invested

(as of 31/12/2018)

2168 days
dedicated to partners

6.5 million

end beneficiaries

€ 26.7million

share capital

1978 shareholders
and near
3500
salidarity savers
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2018 highlights
The 35th anniversary of SIDI was the
occasion to dialogue with governance bodies,
shareholders, friends of SIDI and dozens of
partners about ecological and social challenges.
Nearly 200 people attended the round tables
that enriched thinking on how to engage in an
ecological and social transition.

During SIDI’s General Assembly, Ms. Mieja
Vola Rakotonarivo shared her experience as
CEO of a Malagasy social business, Nutri’zaza,
that produces and distributes a high nutritional
value flour to combat chronic child malnutrition
in Madagascar.

Launch of ACTES Foundation, under the aegis
of the Terre Solidaire Foundation, to support
the economic, ecological and social transition
of local development actors. The Foundation
will finance support projects, giving priority to
SIDI’s partners.

The Rwandan coffee cooperative
KOPAKAMA wins the 9th edition of the
Grand Prize of Solidarity Finance in the
category Entrepreneurship in developing
countries, awarded by Le Monde and
Finansol. The jury rewarded the cooperative
for improving the living conditions of small
coffee producers and building peace
between communities.

Launch of TAPSA program, a program to
support an agroecology approach to food
sovereignty, in partnership with the CCFDTerre Solidaire and co-financed by the French
Development Agency (AFD).
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Where SIDI works

PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN (€27.3 million)
BY REGION
48 % Sub-Saharan Africa
29 % Latin America and the Caribbean
15 % Mediterranean Bassin
7 % Eastern Europe
1 % Asia
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98
partners
including 5 regional funds

Legend
140

Outstanding portfolio by
country (in K€)

Financial inclusion

UNDP data, 2016

Agricultural sectors

High average HDI <0.7

Social businesses

Low average HDI <0.5

Countries in crisis

Indirect presence of SIDI
(via apexes and funds)

HDI levels by country:

Apex institutions

Very low average HDI <0.3
(HDI France = 0.9)
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Expanding access
to financial ser vices
In a sector characterized by professionalization and constant change, SIDI’s approach to
supporting inclusive finance remains relevant, and still meets specific, unmet needs. Thanks
to the mobilization of patient capital and equitable resources, SIDI is able to offer adapted
financing like local currency loans, equity, guarantees and customized technical assistance
to strengthen partner institutions while ensuring they stay true to their social mission.

56 %

552 days
of support

61 partners

partners located in countries with low
levels of access to banking services

Outreach of MFIs and Apex institutions
(in million)
6.2

5.9

3.3

6.2 million end
beneficiaries

85 %

2.5

3.5
2.7

No.
borrowers
Nb of
d’emprunteurs
No.
savers
Nb of
d’épargnants
No. of end beneficiaries

of the portfolio
2017
2017

2018
2018

Partner MFIs devote

84 %

of their portfolio to financing
income-generating activities

59 %

MFIs offering
non-financial services
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HARBU: first investment in
Ethiopia

A new capital stake in
Peru

Harbu is a community-based institution with a strong
social mission, created in 2005 by a local NGO that
still oversees strategy. With nearly 30,000 borrowers
and 45,000 savers, Harbu is a relatively small MFI with
the potential to target the poorest through programs
with high social and environmental value: agricultural
value chain finance, green microfinance and support to
women entrepreneurs.

ProEmpresa is a medium-sized Peruvian MFI serving
60,000 clients in mainly rural and peri-urban areas.
It was created in 1997 to expand the activities of the
national network of IDESI, which has supported small
artisans and informal entrepreneurs since the 1980s.
ProEmpresa provides loans averaging $1,600 and
offers savings services.

Ethiopian law does not allow foreign institutions to
lend to local organizations, forcing MFIs to finance
themselves either through savings or from local banks,
which require traditional collateral. In order to allow
Harbu to finance growth while diversifying risk, SIDI
has entered the Ethiopian market with a guarantee
of 50% of a €310,000 three year loan issued by a
local bank. This partnership may seem modest in a
country that has 100 million inhabitants, but it is a
major development for SIDI.

SIDI supported IDESI Nacional in 2011 by granting
a $500,000 loan over seven years to increase
ProEmpresa’s capital while remaining a majority
shareholder. In 2018, the loan was converted into
equity. SIDI acquired shares worth more than €1 million,
and obtained the status of founding shareholder, in
light of the support given in 2011. This gives SIDI a
seat on the Board of Directors, where we emphasize
the importance of social performance and agricultural
finance.
This investment confirms the social positioning of SIDI;
ProEmpresa is the only large-scale MFI in Peru whose
capital is majority local.

SIDI - Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et l’Investissement
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Support to the
Mediterranean Basin
The Mediterranean Basin is a region marked by
populations in transit, immigration and emigration,
putting it at the heart of many crucial issues for
European countries. The region’s development
challenges must be addressed to resolve the
North/South imbalance and demographic issues
that stem from a largely young, underemployed
population, especially in light of increasing aridity.
This observation has guided SIDI’s growing
activities in the region over the last several years,
confirmed by three investments in 2018.
First of all, SIDI entered the capital of the COOPMED
investment fund, dedicated to the Mediterranean
Basin. Created in 2011 at the initiative of Crédit
Coopératif to support the development of actors
in the social and solidarity economy on the
southern and eastern shores of the Mediterranean,
COOPMED offers long-term financing and technical
assistance. SIDI has supported COOPMED from the
beginning by putting the fund in contact with its
partners. The decision to invest in the fund was
driven by its potential to reach countries where SIDI
cannot afford to go directly, such as Egypt, Jordan
and Syria. An investment of €500,000 has given
SIDI a seat on the Board of Directors.
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In Tunisia, SIDI became shareholder of the
country’s leading MFI, Enda Tamweel, deepening
a partnership started in 2012 with a first
SIDI/FEFISOL loan to support the development of
an efficient structure with national outreach and
ambitious social objectives.
Finally, in Lebanon, SIDI has lent $1 million over 4
years to finance the portfolio growth of the leading
MFI Al’Majmoua, in partnership with COOPMED
and Whole Planet Foundation. With more than
75,000 clients, Al’Majmoua specializes in providing
services to youth, women and Syrian and Palestinian
refugees (in a country where refugees account for
25% of the population).
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A long-term commitment
in Kosovo
Kosovo is one of the only countries in Eastern
Europe where SIDI works. It has a long-term
partnership with KRK (Kreditimi Rural i Kosovës),
a MFI primarily focused on financing smallholder
agriculture. SIDI has been a minority shareholder
since 2004 and has a seat on the Board of
Directors. After going through a difficult patch
in the early 2010s, KRK has grown significantly,
increased its client portfolio and average loan size,
going from €1,500 to €2,000, with an average
maturity of 25 months. SIDI renewed its financial
commitment by granting a loan of €700,000
over three years, to support KRK’s continued
development.

contributes to the development of the local
economic and social fabric. Although KRK has
diversified into small business and trade activities,
agriculture still accounts for half of its €37 million
portfolio. This rural focus is important, given that
60% of the population lives in rural areas.
SIDI ensures that KRK stays true to its social
objectives. It created the impetus for KRK to
do a social audit in 2017 and design a social
performance monitoring and management system.
SIDI’s patient support, both in terms of funding
and technical assistance, has strengthened KRK
over the years.

Kosovo remains a very fragile country and
many factors hinder its social and economic
development. It is one of the poorest countries
in the world, with a GDP per capita of around
€3,800 a year (World Bank, 2017), very high
levels of youth unemployment and considerable
emigration. In this context, supporting
entrepreneurship and small-scale farming
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Supporting
agricultural value chains
According to FAO, family farms are the largest «employer» in the world, producing 80% of food.
Family farms are also custodians of 75% of agricultural lands. As such, they are on the front
line when it comes to coping with economic and ecological challenges as well as food security.
And yet, rarely does the income generated from family farming guarantee economic security.
SIDI supports local food systems and systems that generate high added value to contribute
to the economic and social development of rural areas. It chooses to work with producer
organizations (agricultural cooperatives, farmers’ federations) that boost farmers’ capacities.
These organizations have considerable financing needs that are largely ignored by banks and
neglected by the state in favor of strategies that focus on food imports. SIDI prioritizes actors
involved in Fair Trade and supports them to adopt sustainable and resilient farming practices.

91,168
small producers
supported

15 %

of the portfolio

311 days

32 partners

of support

OF 26 PO AND SOCIAL BUSINESS
PARTNERS:

13
commercialize
on local markets

12
12

4

17

commercialize in
export markets

Investment in
the Rwandan coffee sector
Rwandan coffee is recognized worldwide for its taste
and aromatic qualities. The sector employs approximately
335,000 people and generated 24% of agricultural
exports in 2018. Although Rwanda has seen an economic
upturn in recent years, inequalities are still significant. The
vast majority of Rwandans live in rural areas where poverty
levels are highest. Investing in the coffee sector is thus an
excellent way to increase the incomes of small producers
and develop rural areas.
Via FEFISOL, SIDI continues to support KOPAKAMA and
ABAKUNDAKAWA, two coffee cooperatives located in
the West and in the North of the country, and whose
production is largely organic certified. In 2018, FEFISOL
invested $350,000 in these cooperatives to finance the
crop year.
The cooperative ABAKANGUKIYEKAWA (ABKC) was
added to SIDI’s portfolio this year. Since 2005, ABKC has
purchased and processed coffee cherries for export. SIDI
granted the cooperative a crop season loan of $100,000
for 10 months so it could buy coffee cherries at the time
of harvest and repay the loan following the sale of the
processed coffee.
These three POs have the Fair Trade label, which allows
them to pay producers more. They are concerned with
preserving and protecting soil quality, and promote crop
diversification, including food crops and fruits.

79 %
POs support members
to adopt sustainable farming
practices

42 %
POs certified Fair Trade

29 %
POs marketing organic
produce

SIDI - Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et l’Investissement
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Support to
food crops with FUCOPRI
in Niger
The term food crops refers to production for
consumption (whether for home consumption
or domestic markets), which is distinct from
production for export. In Niger, the development
of food value chains is a major challenge to
meet increased local demand linked to rapid
urbanization and high population growth.
However, investing in Niger’s food crops is fraught
with difficulties, as farmers are often located in
remote areas, scattered across the country, and
face growing political insecurity and climate risks.
In this context, SIDI has been supporting the
Federation of Cooperative Unions of Rice
Producers (FUCOPRI) since 2015. FUCOPRI
started its activities in 2001 and brings
together 15 Unions (9 cooperative unions, 4
regional women’s processing cooperatives and
2 mixed unions), and covers 32,000 members.
The federation organizes and facilitates rice
production, processing and marketing. It works
with family farmers (plots of 0.25 hectares on
average) to guarantee additional income for
members and ensure food security in the country.
The federation works with the Office of Food
Crops of Niger, which buys raw rice that it stores
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in government warehouses and distributes in the
event of food crisis.
The federation has strategically positioned
itself to include all the actors in the value chain,
in particular by supporting rice processors
(facilitating the supply of raw rice, access to
credit, training).
SIDI has been financing FUCOPRI’s campaigns
for several years and renewed its commitment
in 2018 by granting a loan of 48.5 million CFA
Francs (around €74,000). This tailor-made
loan to finance two regional unions of women
processers will enable the cooperatives to buy
raw rice at harvest time and process it (shelling,
parboiling) for sale. The women processors are
an integral part of FUCOPRI’s strategy because of
their capacity to significantly contribute (upwards
of 30%) to the marketing of white (processed)
rice produced by members.

Financing cocoa and
coffe
SIDI’s strategic plan 2017-2020 set the
investment goal to put 15% of its agricultural
portfolio into of farmers’ organizations
producing food crops, with the rest devoted
to financing export crops. SIDI has turned to
financing cash crops to reduce its risk, and to
meet farmers’ needs to diversify.
It mainly finances coffee and cocoa, two crops
that offer several advantages despite price
volatility. These sectors have the advantage of
being well-served by Fair Trade certifications.
Fair Trade labels are an economic asset for
producers, since they guarantee higher prices,
fair premiums and ensure increasingly stringent
environmental requirements. They are also a
way to dialogue with cooperatives that are
relatively robust, since getting the label attests
to a certain organizational capacity. And they
help build alliances with importers, which is
reassuring for a lender. Because coffee and
cocoa are planted in association with other
crops, they promote food security while at the
same time guaranteeing the resilience of local
ecosystems. Finally, these crops have significant
financing needs, which are not covered by local
banks.

SIDI has honed its expertise in coffee and
cocoa since it started financing these sectors.
It has therefore chosen to maintain its focus on
these two cash crops, giving special attention to
respecting ecosystems, integrating women and
youth, and monitoring positive changes to the
living conditions in rural areas.

81 %
of loans granted
to POs in 2018 were
crop loans

SIDI - Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et l’Investissement
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Supporting our partners
become sustainable
SIDI considers its mission to provide non-financial support as inseparable from its investment
mission, as a way to foster sustainability. While sourcing and monitoring the financial
performance of partners is the responsibility of an investor, the team of SIDI’s Investment
officers devote further effort into providing non-financial support to partners in three ways:
• personalized support that involves regular dialogue with the management team,
allowing SIDI to offer guidance and build capacity as needed
• technical assistance that addresses a specific need and supports professionalization,
strategy, governance, organizational development or social performance management
• governance support in the form of active participation on the Board of Directors
in organizations where SIDI has equity, where it can advocate for the importance of
balancing financial and social objectives.

DISTRIBUTION OF NON-FINANCIAL SUPPORT
BY REGION
58 % Sub-Saharan Africa
27 % Latin America and the Caribbean
8 % Mediterranean Basin

893 days

dedicated
to non-financial
support

3 % Eastern Europe
2 % Asia
2 % World

43 partners

NUMBER OF PARTNERS FINANCED
AND SUPPORTED

43

partners
supported

16

34

75

partners
financed
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28 Board seats

The ACTES
Foundation
in 2018
In 2017, SIDI created the ACTES Foundation (ACcompagner
la Transition économique, Ecologique et Sociale), under the
aegis of the Terre Solidaire Foundation. This endowment
fund distributes funding to local actors, with four areas
of action: respond to fragile situations, support agroecological practices, develop financial services in remote
rural areas and support social performance measurement.
In line with its public interest mission, the ACTES
Foundation finances projects that foster the sustainability
and reinforce support for vulnerable populations in
developing countries.
In 2018, the Foundation Committee approved nine
projects, for a total commitment of €370,000. Among
them, the Foundation funded a project to identify new
financial partners for Daman, a Palestinian guarantee fund,
to reinforce its efforts to cover the political risk faced by
local MFIs.
A support project to help the Malagasy MFI Vahatra
comply with the new microfinance law, which requires it
to change its institutional status, was also financed.

Training the team to
improve skills
Under the new strategic plan, SIDI has committed
making the Ecological and Social Transition approach
the backbone of all its activities. To operationalize this,
working groups have been set up to dialogue on topics
such as sustainable agricultural practices and renewable
energies: these two groups have produced reports that
will enable SIDI to better position itself in 2019.
The team also benefited from training on green
finance and agroecology, two central issues for the
Ecological and Social Transition, as well as training on
agricultural microinsurance, providing TA on social and
environmental performance, and responsible pricing and
digital finance, to better accompany partners who need
support on these issues.

ACTES has also supported the social bank BanCodesarrollo
in Ecuador to organize awareness-raising workshops on
climate finance. The project sensitized representatives
of savings and credit cooperatives in the bank’s network
to encourage new product development to support the
ecological and social transition.

Diversified support
SHARE OF DAYS DEDICATED TO
PARTNERS

48 % Support
33 % Sourcing
19 % Financial monitoring

SHARE OF DAYS DEDICATED TO
SUPPORTING PARTNERS

48 % Participation in governance
36 % Customized support
16 % Technical assistance
17

Structuring community
finance: Muso in Burkina
Faso and DRC
SIDI has been working for over twenty years
to develop a community finance model, via the
Mutuelles de Solidarité (Muso) methodology,
adopted in remote and/or at-risk areas. The Muso
approach, based on the creation of solidarity
savings and credit groups, creates access to
financial services in areas where microfinance
cannot develop because transaction costs and risk
levels are too high.
In 2017, SIDI financed a field study in Burkina
Faso and DRC, which confirmed the relevance
of the approach, and raised the question of how
Muso promoter organizations could sustainably
accompany or even refinance the groups.
In northern Burkina Faso, the Muso was designed
by its promoter, UBTEC, as a complement to its
network of savings and credit unions. The Muso
development program continues, supported by
funding from the NGO SOS Faim and technical
support from SIDI: today, it accompanies nearly
700 groups. The growing insecurity in the area,
however, threatens the ability of group facilitators
to do their rounds. The Muso makes it possible to
continue providing financial services where some
credit unions have already closed, provided UBTEC
can adapts its monitoring tools and procedures to
deal with the risk.
In DRC, in South Kivu, SIDI also supported several
Muso promoters to identify groups and collect
data as well as with administrative monitoring and
member profiling.
In North Kivu, SIDI continues to accompany
the structuring of groups with the CCRD. This
refinancing organization, created by the Musos
themselves, continues to strive for institutional
sustainability and to develop new products, like an
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education loan. In 2018, CCRD ramped up support
to Muso facilitators and was able to organize, with
resources from SIDI, regular workshops with all the
facilitators, which allowed them to exchange on
their practices among peers.
Musos are vectors of social organization first and
foremost, since the model makes it possible to
structure groups, and thus more efficiently provide
services such as literacy, training, agriculture
outreach, etc. For SIDI, the challenge is twofold:
work with partners to find the best possible
organizational form to effectively support local
groups, while balancing the difficulty of finding
a sustainable business model. It is therefore
necessary to find donors willing to support them:
the ACTES Foundation has approved a first support
project for the training of 25 facilitators in Kabare,
South Kivu.

Targeting and
outreach of Muso

87 278
Muso members

60 %

of Muso members are
women

INTERVIEW

Supporting the
tranformation of CECAW,
MFI in Cameroon
The microfinance institution CECAW in Cameroon
was created in 1998 to provide financial services
to informal artisans, farmers and traders with
no guarantees. Natasha Olmi, Investment Officer
at SIDI, coordinates the efforts to help CECAW
transform from a cooperative to a private limited
company. She talked with us about the specificity
of this support.
• What does your work with CECAW entail ?
Since 2016, CECAW has been preparing to
transform into a private company, to comply with
the new regulations of the Banking Commission
of Central Africa. SIDI has accompanied CECAW
in this project, with the intent of investing equity
in the future company. Our support has taken
several forms: coaching of the management team
by the investment officer and support from a pro
bono consultant to set up the legal structure of
the new entity. In addition, funding from the
ACTES Foundation made it possible to hire a local
consulting firm to develop the MFI’s business
plan. CECAW is now almost ready to submit its
accreditation request to the Banking Commission.

• Why has SIDI not provided financial support in
addition to the technical support for CECAW’s
transformation ?
CECAW has significant financial resources
thanks to the deposits of its 34,000 members.
Members’ savings finance the credit portfolio. But
its relatively small asset base, composed solely
of members’ shares due to its cooperative status
limits the growth potential of its credit portfolio.
Indeed, prudential regulation is quite restrictive for
this status. As a result, CECAW did not need debt
resources during this period.
• How does CECAW intend to preserve its
social mission once its transforms into a
private company ?
This question is at the heart of the management
and Board’s concerns. In order to safeguard the
social mission, CECAW has decided to invite
former cooperative members to invest in the
new company. Clients and staff, grouped together
in shareholder associations, will hold stakes in
the company and be represented on the Board
of Directors. CECAW’s choice to invite SIDI to
accompany it in this project was guided by a
common vision of microfinance that is social and
ethical. CECAW has planned to carry out a social
audit (SPI4) in 2019 in order to create an action
plan to formalize its social mission and improve its
practices in this area.

• What are the main challenges for a mediumsized MFI like CECAW when preparing for
institutional transformation ?
The most important challenge is tyo stay true to
CECAW’s original social mission under the new
for-profit structure. Another major challenge is
prudential and regulatory compliance. This is
because the prudential regulation for companies
is more demanding than for cooperatives (capital
requirements, internal organization, information and
management system, etc.). Finally, management
must ensure that daily microfinance operations
continue to run smoothly, even while preparing for
transformation, and this in a complicated market
(security threats from the English-speaking regions
of Cameroon, market fires in Douala, etc.).

SIDI - Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et l’Investissement
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Investment Officer, SIDI
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Promoting social and
environmental performance
Social and environmental performance measures the effectiveness of SIDI and its partners
to achieve their social objectives. To evaluate it, SIDI has set up a two-level monitoring
system. First, it analyzes how it invests the resources entrusted to it by the solidarity-based
finance chain, which makes it possible to provide patient capital, target institutions that
have not yet broken even, or are located in remote and/or crisis zones. Secondly, it ensures
the social and environmental performance of its partners, who must be financially viable,
have responsible business practices, target under-served populations and provide them
with products and services that reduce vulnerability and provide income security.

Targeting vulnerable and marginalized populations

48 %

WHERE PARTNERS OPERATE
(% of par tners)

60 % Rural areas

beneficiaries are rural
and

(+ 60% of beneficiaries are rural)

49 %

30 % Urban areas
(- 20% of beneficiaries are rural)
10 % Mixed urban and rural areas

are women

(between 20 and 60% of beneficiaries are rural)

Contribution to job creation

17,707

BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEES BY GENDER
(en moyenne pondérée)

people employed by SIDI
partners
52%

653 jobs

created in 2018
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48%

SIDI turns 35: the challenges
of making the ecological and
social transition operational
In November 2018, for the occasion of its 35th anniversary,
SIDI brought together its governance bodies, friends,
operational team and some of its partners to reflect on how
to adapt solidarity financing tools to meet partners’ needs as
they move towards an ecological and social transition.
Testimonies from SIDI’s partners indicate that they are already
confronted with the effects of climate change, especially
those working in rural areas and agriculture. Faced with this
threat, they have started to explore solutions to help their
beneficiaries adapt, such as extending the duration of loans
or subsidizing «green» activities. But insufficient human and
financial resources are an obstacle to scale up these efforts.
It is SIDI’s responsibility to assist its partners in this transition
process, by providing stronger, high-quality support. In 2018,
this took the form of agroecology and green finance trainings
for the SIDI operations team, to improve their understanding
of the issues on the ground. The ACTES Foundation, under
the aegis of the Terre Solidaire Foundation, allows SIDI to
mobilize additional resources to meet this increased demand
for technical support. In 2018, of the five ecological and social
transition projects conducted with partner organizations, two
were funded through the ACTES Foundation.

41%
partners organized
environmental awarness
workshops for their members
or clients

12 partners
use renewable
energy sources

12 MFIs

partners offer
loans to purchase equipment
to produce renewable energy

SIDI - Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et l’Investissement
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Support for social
performance
management to Ishaka in
Burundi

At the end of 2019, the Board will analyze
progress towards targets, to see if there is a need
to propose changes to management practices to
further improve Ishaka’s social performance.

Ishaka is a Burundian MFI created in 2010 to
meet the financial needs of the rural poor from the
diocese of Bururi in the south of the country. SIDI
is a founding partner of Ishaka, which was created
to institutionalize a support program of the NGO
COPED (SIDI partner), and is a shareholder with a
Board seat.
Despite a difficult environment (rural targeting,
complex political situation), Ishaka today reaches
23,000 savers and 5,000 borrowers, through
solidarity groups and Mutuelles de Solidarité.
In 2018, Ishaka decided to reinforce its targeting
strategy, and requested support to define
indicators to better reach the poor and achieve its
social objectives.
SIDI carried out an assessment using the CERISESPI4 tool. The findings were used to create a matrix
of indicators integrating, for example, targets for
the share of rural clients, women and solidarity
groups, so the Board can monitor achievement of
social goals.
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SIDI initiated the
measurement of SEP in
the Boards of

22 partners
31 % partners track
their social performance

10 %

track
and
their environmental
performance

Internal transition at
SIDI: progress in 2018
SIDI initiated a process to change practices
internally, to align with the strategic objective of
supporting the ecological and social transition
along the entire solidarity-based finance chain.
A working group of SIDI employees was created
to focus specifically on EST. Their findings
revealed that SIDI has an annual consumption
of water and electricity in line with the national
average. In contrast, CO2 levels per employee are
well above average, due to the travelling involved
in monitoring and supporting partners. An action
plan was produced in collaboration with all
employees, and several initiatives have already
been implemented to reduce SIDI’s ecological
footprint. First, an awareness campaign for
employees was conducted to encourage the
adoption of eco-responsible practices at the
office. Since October 2018, SIDI’s premises have
been supplied with green electricity supplied by

Enercoop, a cooperative that supplies renewable
energy produced by small producers (individuals,
SMEs and local communities). Finally, a database
was created to analyze all assignment-related
air travel, to start thinking about how SIDI can
reduce its CO2 emissions, without calling into
question its mission of providing support to
partners.
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Diversifiyng
resources
From the beginning, SIDI has been at the heart of a solidarity-based finance chain that
gives it resources to provide sustainable services that are adapted to partners’ needs,
thanks to patient capital, risk-sharing, and non-financial support that is tailored to the
local context.
To ensure the optimal use of its solidarity-based resources, which are by nature limited,
SIDI monitors resource utilization carefully, particularly the growth of financial resources in
relation to the solidarity resources used for non-financial support. It strives to leverage its
network of stakeholders and allies to grow the latter.

Expanding portfolio
revenue
In recent years, SIDI has seen its business model
evolve, with the stagnation of solidarity-based
resources from the Faim et Développement mutual
fund on the one hand, and steady growth of its
portfolio on the other.
To continue its work, SIDI accepts that it must
generate financial revenues from its portfolio,
without undermining its social mission. This is
reflected first and foremost by a lending policy
which, since 2015, no longer aims to compete on
cost, but rather on terms and conditions: SIDI does
not systematically set interest rates in proportion to
risk, and very rarely requires financial guarantees.
However, SIDI has maintained rates in line with those
offered by local banks and other investment funds,
which makes it easier for partners to transition from
SIDI funding to more commercial financing.
Similarly, SIDI has made the decision to keep shares in
partners that show growth and profitability. Besides
the fact that SIDI’s mandate as a social investor is
appreciated by these partners, being a shareholder
generates revenues for SIDI in these cases: in 2018,
seven shareholdings distributed dividends, for a
total of €758,000 euros, of which five are longtime
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partners of SIDI (more than 10 years old), allowing
it to reap the benefits of patient investments.
In 2018, portfolio revenue (dividends and interest)
amounted to €1.5 million, or 5.5% of the portfolio,
a ratio that has been fairly stable for the last three
years, thereby not reflecting a change in SIDI’s
mission, but rather sound management of its
solidarity-based resources.

€6.7 million
negotiated with donors for
partners

Developing alliances
Despite the repeal of the Impôt de Solidarité
sur la Fortune (wealth tax) in 2018, which had
consequences on individual shareholding, SIDI’s
capital grew by nearly €1.7 million.
€1.1 million (nearly 70%) of this was contributed
by 167 individuals (of which 55 newcomers)
who subscribed for shares in the capital. Most of
the individual shareholders are members of the
association Epargne Solidarité Développement,
which allows them to collectively and democratically
contribute to SIDI’s governance, where they are
particularly attentive stewards of SIDI’s social
mission.
The mutual fund Finance et Solidarité managed
by Amundi has renewed its confidence in SIDI,
bringing an additional €500,000. So has the
Italian social bank Banca Etica, which increased its
participation by €100,000, as part of an innovative
partnership with SIDI, which gives access to a
line of credit to finance partners. Finally, SIDI is
pleased to announce partnerships with SOS Faim,
an NGO from Luxemburg active in areas similar to
SIDI; France Active Investissement, specialized in
financing solidarity companies in France; and La
Nef, a financial cooperative that supports social
businesses in France. The investment of these three
well-known solidarity finance players reinforces
SIDI’s mission and contributes to bolstering the vast
movement of collaboration between actors in the
social and solidarity economy.

for partners. In 2018, this type of support
represented 5% of the team’s time. It’s a difficult
task—time-consuming and uncertain—but has
borne fruit and resulted in €5.7 million in loans
on behalf of four partners (BMS-SA, CRG, Kafo
Jiguinew and Kawa Kabuya), and €1.05 million in
grants for CRG, UBTEC and VIIM Baoré.
SIDI has maintained an active presence in the
networks of which it is a member. 2018 was marked
by the merger of two African microfinance networks,
the Microfinance African Institutions Network
(MAIN), of which SIDI is a founding member and
the AMT (African Microfinance Transparency)
network. The two structures have similar objectives
and missions, and their merger will bring greater
operational efficiency to conduct peer exchanges,
promote of responsible and transparent practices,
and train staff.

SIDI’S CAPITAL STRUCTURE
€26.7 million as of 31/12/2018
9.7 % CCFD-Terre Solidaire
43 % Individuals
20.5 % Congregations

and religious institutions

19.1 % Funds and banks
4.5 % Public actors
3.2 % NGOs and social businesses

SIDI’s partnership approach also involves the
operations team negotiating additional resources

SIDI - Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et l’Investissement
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Expanding the
portfolio
On December 31, SIDI’s portfolio amounted to
€27.3 million, up 7% from 2017. Once again,
the portfolio was characterized by significant
flows, with over €8 million in investments
to 25 partners, of which eight new ones.
Disinvestment amounted to €6.4 million,
including six structures with which SIDI no
longer has a relationship.

Taking reasonable risks
SIDI must necessarily balance the risks inherent to its
mission as a social investor with the need to maintain
its financial health in order to sustainably pursue its
activities. It therefore ensures a balanced portfolio and
diversification of risks.
At the end of 2018:
• only four countries concentrated more than €1.5
million in assets (Kosovo, Uganda, Peru, Mali)
• no institution (excluding FEFISOL) represented
more than 6% of the portfolio
• the average investment per partner respects
each one’s level of risk.

ANNUAL FLOWS

RISK SHARING
(average portfolio over the year
exclunding funds)

2017

2018

Portfolio in countries in crisis

26 %

37 %

Partners for whom SIDI was the first
international investor

45 %

49 %

Portion of SIDI financing in the MFIs’
portfolios

15 %

(in million of €)

10.5
8.2

8.4

8

6%

6.5
4.7

AVERAGE INVESTMENT BY TYPE

(average outstanding amount / disbursments for seasonal loans)
2016

128 K€ POs

Disbursements

2017

2018

Reimbursements

162 K€ SMEs
393 K€ Apexes

32 months

145 K€ MFIs Tier 3/4
302 K€ MFIs Tier 2

average maturity of loans

663 K€ MFIs Tier 1
1 093 K€ Funds
0
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outstanding

Patient investing
PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN BY TYPE OF
INVESTMENT
31 % Participation in local currency
15 % Participation in hard currency
25 % Loans in local currency
28 % Loans in hard currency
1 % Guarantees in local currency
0.5 % Guarantees in hard currency

SIDI seeks to effectively contribute to the sustainable
improvement of its partners’ economic, institutional
and social viability. To do this, the operations team
takes the time to understand local contexts and
build relationships based on trust.
Long-term commitment is at the heart of SIDI’s
approach. We project over the long term and
share risks with partners by taking equity stakes
as soon as possible. Because we work with patient
capital, SIDI can be flexible when it comes to
investment amounts, time frame and guarantees.
This positioning allows SIDI to finance sociallydriven institutions with medium-term prospects for
development, but which are not yet profitable. It
also makes it possible for SIDI to intervene in crisis
contexts.

SOCIAL POSITIONING OF SIDI
(as % of the por tfolio)

57 %
50

47 %
41 %

14 %
0

PF in
par ticipation

34 %

8%

PF in Sub-Saharan
Africa

SIDI at 31/12/2018

47 %

5%

PF in MFIs with
less than $10
million in assets

PF in local
cur renc y loans

Other microfinance investment
funds as of 31/12/2017

Source : Symbiotics
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For eight years now, FEFISOL—a fund created by SIDI and two other European social investors—
has contributed to the growth of rural finance in Africa. Created in 2011, with the support of
a dozen institutional investors, FEFISOL has invested €75.8 million in 87 partners in 25 African
countries.

SIDI has managed FEFISOL from the beginning and
sits on the Board of Directors and the Investment
Committee. It sources funding applications and
monitors the relationship with financed institutions.

As of December 31, 2018, FEFISOL’s portfolio
stood at €26.5 million, invested in 39 MFIs and 10
POs in 23 African countries. The investments made
were in line with the aforementioned objectives.

Of the 87 institutions funded by FEFISOL since
the beginning, 45 have been sourced by SIDI,
28 of which had an outstanding loan at the end
of December (49% of the FEFISOL portfolio).
In 2018, five new institutions were financed by
FEFISOL, two of which were identified by SIDI.

As of 31 December 2018:

FEFISOL allows SIDI’s African partners to benefit
from additional financial resources as well as
FEFISOL’s Technical Assistance Fund.

Financing activities

• 53% of the portfolio was invested in companies
primarily working in rural areas
• 69% was invested in Tier 2 and Tier 3 MFIs
and 16% in POs
• 76% of these investments were made in local
currency.

Technical assistance

FEFISOL aims to finance institutions operating in
the most underserved areas of Africa. The fund’s
objectives are to:
- Focus on sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian
Ocean: 75% of the portfolio must be dedicated
to this region,
- Target MFIs providing financial services to
mostly rural micro and small entrepreneurs with
limited access to banking services,
- Target Producer Organizations (POs) and rural
SMEs (20% of the portfolio), including those
with export activities working through fair trade
and organic networks,
- Propose appropriate financial services in the
form of equity investments and medium-term
loans (3-5 years), of which at least 80% must be
in local currency.
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• 92% of the portfolio was invested in subSaharan Africa
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In order to reinforce institutional capacity, FEFISOL
was endowed with a technical assistance fund
financed mainly by the European Investment Bank
and PROPARCO via the fund for investment and
support to African businesses (FISEA).
This envelope makes it possible to provide MFI and
PO clients with tailor-made technical assistance,
which can take the form of audits, studies, training,
implementation of support and peer learning
exchanges on topics such as human resources
management or governance. At the end of 2018,
the Technical Assistance Facility’s budget was
€1.9 million.

Strengthening the
positioning of HOFOKAM in
Uganda
HOFOKAM is an MFI with operations in western Uganda.
Created in 2003, it first rolled out microcredit programs with
village banks (solidarity group loans) with the active support
of the dioceses. It is now firmly rooted in the local landscape
and mainly operates in rural areas, with nearly 30% of its
portfolio in agriculture. HOFOKAM aims to empower clients
by offering a wide range of financial products as well as
non-financial services such as training in financial literacy
and business development. The MFI demonstrates its
commitment to rural and remote populations through a loan
methodology using groups. The members of these village
banks represent half of HOFOKAM’s active borrowers and
12% of its outstanding portfolio.
FEFISOL has supported the MFI since 2017 with a loan of
€368,000 in Ugandan shillings to expand its outreach and
financial inclusion. In 2018, HOFOKAM turned to FEFISOL
for technical assistance to strengthen its marketing activities.
The challenge was to better meet the needs of HOFOKAM
clients by adapting existing products. FEFISOL enabled
the HOFOKAM team to hire a consulting firm specialized
in commercial marketing to conduct a customer satisfaction
survey. Based on the survey results and the firm’s
recommendations, HOFOKAM established a sound marketing
policy and launched a three-year action plan. In addition to
enabling the MFI to improve its products and services, the
support reinforced understanding of marketing among the
various management and coordination bodies.

€26.5 million
invested

FEFISOL PORTFOLIO BY COUNTRY AS OF
31/12/2018 IN EUROS
COUNTRY

AMOUNT in €

% of the portfolio

Angola

884 877

Benin

914 694

3%

2 806 419

11%

Burkina Faso

3%

Cameroon

819 827

3%

Ghana

131 150

0.5%

4 638 596

17%

Kenya

4 605 824

17%

Madagascar

1 447 334

Ivory Coast

Malawi
Mali
Morocco
Niger
Dem. Rep. of
Congo

5%

66 845

0.3%

71 759

0.3%

990 113

4%

1 318 684

5%

203 384

1%

Rwanda

710

Senegal

1 135 745

4%

Sierra Leone

292 222

1%

South Africa

851 287

3%

1 195 679

5%

381 123

1%

Tunisia

1 259 505

5%

Uganda

1 970 813

7%

Zambia

437 561

2%

92 901

0.4%

26 517 053

100%

Tanzania
Togo

Zimbabwe
TOTAL

49 partners

SIDI - Solidarité Internationale pour le Développement et l’Investissement

0.003%

23 African countries
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Governance as of 31/12/2018
SIDI is a limited shareholding company: among its shareholders, a general partner has been appointed
by the General Assembly and entrusted with extensive powers to safeguard the social mission. The
general partner is SIDIGestion, chaired by Martial LESAY.

SIDI’s governance is comprised of three bodies:

Management
Committee

Supervisory
Board

3 members

12 members

Validates or not the proposals for
financial support and technical
assistance prepared by SIDI’s
operations team.

Composed of non-sponsored
shareholders, it oversees the
company’s operations and
management and prepares SIDI’s
annual management report.

Dominique LESAFFRE

Chairman of the Management Committee

Jacques DEMONSANT
President

Jean-Baptiste COUSIN
Manager

Mohamed-Ali MZALI
Caisse des Dépôts et
Consignations

Marie Anne
CHARRE

Maximilien
de MEULENAERE

Congrégation des Filles de
Jésus de Kermaria

Manager

Françoise BEAUMONT

Congrégation des Filles
du Saint-Esprit

Sylvie ROUSSET

Congrégation Sainte-Clotilde

Steering
Committe

Karine PINGET
Crédit Coopératif

9 members

Philippe COQUART

Monitors compliance with SIDI’s Code of Ethics and
participates in developing the strategic plan.

Patrick SAURAT

François LEGAC

CCFD-Terre Solidaire

Hocine
TANDJAOUI

Christiane VANVINCQ

Congrégation de la Xavière

Françoise BEAUMONT

Congrégation des Filles du Saint-Esprit

Jacques DEMONSANT et Philippe LOIRET

Epargne Solidarité Développement

Elisabeth OBERSON

Congrégation des Soeurs Auxiliatrices des Âmes du
Purgatoire

Sylvie BUKHARI DE PONTUAL

Gabriele GIUGLIETTI

CCFD-Terre Solidaire

Banca Popolare Ética

Anne-Marie MONNERAYE

Congrégation des Filles de Jésus
de Kermaria

Martial LESAY
SIDIGestion SAS
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Jean-Yves CARADEC

Epargne Solidarité Développement
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Marc RAFFINOT
Christian
WEEGER

The team
Managing director

Dominique LESAFFRE

Operations

Catherine
BELLIN-SCHULZ

Estelle
MARCOUX

Julie
TORRES-SZANTYR

Anne-Sophie
BOUGOUIN

Head of Support

Head of Social
and Environmental
Performance

Head of International
Partnerships

Head of Financial
Strategy

Investment Officers

Jean-Marie
CAVARROC

Justine
MAYTRAUD

Philippe
MASSEBIAU

Frédéric
FOULON

Emmanuel
VUILLOD

Catherine
BELLIN-SCHULZ

Natasha
OLMI

Pierre
GACHES

Quentin
LECUYER

Manon
PLOUCHART

Gabrielle
ORLIANGE

Estelle
MARCOUX

Support functions

Anaïs
DUFOUR

Clara
MICHON

Laurent
CHÉREAU

Stéphane
DURVILLE

Malika
OUARAB

Christine
RICHEROL

Dominique
PASSARIELLO

Aída
ALARCÓN SÁNCHEZ

Social and
Environmental
Performance Analyst

Communications and
shareholder relations
officer

Head of
communications and
administration

Head of
portfolio

Accounting

Management
Assistant

Operations assistant

Operations assistant

Coordination of the ACTES Foundation

Catherine
BELLIN-SCHULZ

Coordination of FEFISOL

Anne-Sophie
BOUGOUIN

Silvia
CORNACCHIA

Iness
NOUIRA

Gabrielle
ORLIANGE

Director

Portfolio Manager

Administrative
Manager

Head of technical
assistance and Social
and Environmental
Performance
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Balance sheet as of 31/12/2018
In thousands of euros

YEAR

FINANCIAL

ENDING

YEAR

31/12/2018

2017

ASSETS
FIXED ASSETS

YEAR

FINANCIAL

ENDING

YEAR

31/12/2018

2017

LIABILITIES
SHAREHOLDER EQUITY

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Software

-

-

Capital

TANGIBLE ASSETS

25 164

Reserves

Office space, equipment

27

31

Legal reserves

2 202

2 202

Office and computer equipment

10

9

Other reserves

2 543

3 069

Profit for the year

495

-526

TOTAL (I)

32 083

29 909

Provisions for currency risks

-

134

Other provisions

216

172

TOTAL (II)

216

306

LONG TERM INVESTMENTS

After deduction of
provisions on loans
and equity stakes
(679 K€)

26 842

Equity

14 988

12 904

Loans

11 338

11 309

Other financial assets

155

155

Interest accrued on loans

103

106

TOTAL (I)

26 621

24 515

CURRENT ASSETS

PROVISIONS

RECEIVABLES
Clients

104

103
LIABILITIES

The treasury of SIDI
is mainly composed of:
• the FID as well as its
accumulated income (2.4
M€)
• term deposit for
Financoop, partner in Chile
(150 K€)
• BNP guarantee (700
K€ for the financing of
guarantees)
• FEFISOL technical
assistance fund (92 K€)
• current accounts in
France and abroad, euros,
dollars, local currencies
(7.6 M€)
Of this envelope, 1.7
million is approved but
not yet disbursed as of
31/12/2018.
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Co-financing: TA FEFISOL

200

270

CCA - Shareholders

4

5

Others: State

38

106

Shareholders - SIDIGestion

10

10

Other miscellaneous debtors

135

61

TREASURY

FID - Guarantee Fund

2 448

2 503

Current account - legal entities

874

874

Current account - individuals

335

335

Loans (Banknotes)2

2 527

2 278

Bank liabilities3

960

1 348

Subtotal Long-term liabilities

7 157

7 352

Suppliers payables and related accounts

80

74

1

Investment securities

10 684

10 320

Tax and social liabilities (URSSAF etc.)

444

598

Liquid assets

2 705

3 743

Investments to be made in 2019

87

323

Cash

8

7

Other liabilities

169

31

Subtotal current liabilities

779

1 025

REGULARISATION ACCOUNT

REGULARISATION ACCOUNT

Prepaid expenses

20

30

Prepaid income

281

562

TOTAL (II)

13 895

14 639

TOTAL (III)

8 217

8 939

OVERALL TOTAL ( I-II)

40 516

39 154

OVERALL TOTAL (I to III)

40 516

39 154

> 1 - «Fonds d’Incitation au Développement»:
guarantee fund backed by CCFD-Terre Solidaire and a Congregation, in particular to cover
high-risk defaults

> 2 - Of which 2.3 millions come from solidarity
savings funds
> 3 - Line of credit resulting from an alliance
with Banca Etica for the financing of SIDI
partners

Income statement 31/12/2018
In thousands of euros

2018

2017

945

1 119

Operating revenue
CCFD - Terre Solidaire contribution

Contribution of CCFD-Terre Solidaire (including income from the mutual fund
«Faim et développement») to finance support activities

Co-financing

44

44

Co-financing - Technical Assistance FEFISOL

219

238

Amounts committed in 2018 for support to partners by FEFISOL

Partner services - FEFISOL

284

280

Fund management mandate for FEFISOL, carried out by SIDI

1 493

1 681

Portfolio products (directors’ fees, commissions,
etc.)

Subtotal : turnover

91

70

Activities income

30

63

Recovery of provisions & transfert of charges

33

57

1 646

1 871

Total des produits

Operating expenses
Current operating expenses

787

765

1 702

1 753

Depreciation and amortization

11

17

Allowances for losses

44

15

Personnel expenses

Grants

44

37

Services - FEFISOL Technical Assistance

219

238

Other expenses

21

43

2 829

2 868

-1 183

-997

1 536

1 485

Total expenses

Net income

Corresponds to FEFISOL co-financing (counted as revenue)

Includes 1.756 K€ in partnership expenses

Financial revenue
Portfolio income (debt and equity)
Investment income

66

42

Income from FID

19

350

Exchange gains

213

0

Earnings from currency gains related to the
portfolio

94

61

Reversal of provisions

930

153

Other products
Total revenue

3

2

2 863

2 094

Recoveries related to reduced financial risk of several partners

Financial expenses
Allocations for financial risks

37

-

Allocations for financial risks on equity

235

1 081

Interest on loans

64

31

Interest on current account

7

-

Losses on equity

829

-

Sale of shares - marketable securities

17

3

Exchange losses

3

253

218

254

1 410

1 623

Financial profit

1 453

471

Extraordinary income

228

-

Extraordinary charges

3

-

225

-

Income taxes

-

-

Net profit

495

-526

Exchange losses related to the portfolio
Total expenses

Extraordinary profit

Losses related to the dissolution of Tembeka in South Africa and the
restructuring of Financoop in Chile

Partial capital offset for Financoop in Chile

SOFIDEEC BAKER TILLY SA, statutory auditor, member of the Paris-based
CRCC, represented by the auditor Jean-Yves MACE, certified without
reservation SIDI’s annual accounts, closed on 31 December 2018.
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MEDITERRANEAN
BASIN

Partners
COUNTRY

L AT I N A M E R I CA A N D CA R I B B E A N
EUROPE

ASIA

TYPE

SIDI FINANCING
IN 2018 (€)

SIDI PORTFOLIO AT
31/12/2018 (€)

Continent

COOPMED

Apex institution

500 000

500 000

Lebanon

AL’MAJMOUA

MFI Tier 1

876 501

876 501

FTTL

Social business (agriculture)

215 927

346 422

Morocco

AL AMANA

MFI Tier 1

ATTADAMOUNE

MFI Tier 3

ACAD FINANCE

MFI Tier 2

ASALA for Credit and Development

MFI Tier 2

Palestine

Tunisia

WORLD

PARTNER

DAMAN

Guarantee Fund

ENDA TAMWEEL

MFI Tier 1

Continent

FOPEPRO

Apex institution

Bolivia

SEMBRAR SARTAWI

MFI Tier 2

Chile

FINANCOOP

MFI Tier 2

Colombia

Ecuador

Haiti

AGROSOLIDARIA

Apex institution

CENCOIC

PO

CONSOLIDAR

MFI Tier 4

BANCODESARROLLO

MFI Tier 1

BANCOSOLIDARIO

MFI Tier 1

438 250

822 782
196 306
104 497

670 433

1 070 433

500 000

1 013 281

495 330

153 953
56 500
129 556
100 220
40 367

703 560
165 355

CAAP

Apex institution

COPROBICH

PO

129 415

129 415

FONMSOEAM

PO

109 411

273

COOPCAB

PO

FECCANO

PO

KNFP

MUSO promoter

KOFIP

MUSO promoter

Nicaragua

Financiera FDL

MFI Tier 1

Panama

SICSA

Apex institution

Peru

81 772

43 916

222 203

1 113 943
1 217 899

CAFE PERU

Social business (agriculture)

841 195

CREDIFLORIDA

MFI Tier 2

347 117

FORTALECER

Apex institution

PROEMPRESA

MFI Tier 1

5 763

447 281

1 060 955

1 060 955

Uruguay

SAINDESUR

MFI Tier 4

108 679

Continent

SEFEA

Apex institution

211 000

Kosovo

KRK

MFI Tier 2

Moldova

MICROINVEST

MFI Tier 2

187 062

Laos

FONDS COOPERATIF

MFI Tier 3

153 476

Vietnam

ECOLINK

Social business (agriculture)

World

KAMPANI

Apex institution

700 000

75 000

1 519 977

150 000
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COUNTRY

TYPE

SIDI FINANCING
IN 2018 (€)

Apex institution

SIDI PORTFOLIO AT
31/12/2018 (€)

Continent

FEFISOL
MAIN NETWORK

Network

South Africa

SEF

MFI Tier 2

Burkina Faso

ASIENA

MFI Tier 3

PAMF Burkina

MFI Tier 2

PRODIA

MFI Tier 2

SINCO

Social business (energy)

99 333

SINERGI Burkina

Risk capital

76 225

UBTEC

MFI Tier 2

Burundi

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

PARTNER

VIIM BAORE

PO

CAPAD

MUSO promoter

COPED

MUSO promoter

ISHAKA

MFI Tier 3

SOCOPA

Social business (agriculture)

Cameroon

CECAW

MFI Tier 2

Ivory Coast

COOPARA

PO

4 145 000
62
215 517

521 033

402 465

43 842

Ethiopia

HARBU

MFI Tier 3

Guinea

CRG

MFI Tier 2

WOKO

PO

16 109

NUTRIZAZA

Social business (nutrition)

100 529

PHILEOL

Social business (agriculture)

44 814

SIPEM

MFI Tier 2

272 927

Madagascar

UCLS

PO

VAHATRA

MFI Tier 3

Malawi

MLF MALAWI

MFI Tier 3

Mali

AOPP

PO

BMS SA

Apex institution

KAFO JIGINEW

MFI Tier 2

NYESIGISO

MFI Tier 2

Mozambique

IKURU

PO

Niger

ACEP NIGER

MFI Tier 3

FCMN-NIYA

PO

Uganda

Dem. Rep. of Congo

Rwanda

Senegal

Tanzania

Togo

Zimbabwe

154 250

154 250
171 576

695 454

150 000
153 893

86 804

86 804

552 469
1 000 000

123 688
304 898

304 898
240 308

FUCOPRI

PO

KOKARI

MFI Tier 3

SINERGI

Risk capital

TAANADI

MFI Tier 2

64 338

CENTENARY BANK

MFI Tier 1

475 424

HOFOKAM

MFI Tier 2

161 425

KATERERA

PO

KIBINGE

PO

SEMULIKI

PO

SMF EA

Apex institution

CCRD

MFI Tier 4

COOCEC

Apex institution

KALUNDU

MFI Tier 3

KAWA KABUYA

PO

MUSO BUKAVU

MUSO promoter

MUSO UVIRA

MUSO promoter

134 917

79 165

125 770

129 930
87 650

87 650
115 417
1 166 322
17 645
113 690

108 657

108 657

ABKC

PO

KOPAKAMA

PO

86 088

KAYER

Social business (energy)

PAMECAS

MFI Tier 1

SEN'FINANCE

Apex institution

MUCOBA

MFI Tier 2

144 760

MVIWAMBI

PO

127 057

156 090
22 868
500 000

500 000

YETU

MFI Tier 2

435 800

FECECAV

MFI Tier 3

60 529

MAPTO

PO

UCMECS

MFI Tier 2

121 959

WAGES

MFI Tier 2

83 847

UNTU

MFI Tier 2

94 996
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SIDI is a member of the
following networks :

Follow us on:

